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ABSTRACT

We describe several speaker-independent speech

recognition studies conducted with both landline

and cellular network telephone data. The cel-

lular environment included the three dominant

standards found in the United States: CDMA,

TDMA and GSM. Our goal was to design a sys-

tem that operated over all these four channels,

handling their innate variations, such as those of

background and line characteristics. Our baseline

system was trained on 200 hours of landline tele-

phone speech from about 25,000 speakers. We ex-

perimented with MAP adaptation utilizing some

training sentences from our cellular and landline

databases. We applied an LDA procedure to im-

prove our performance. We compared the perfor-

mances of these systems on several independent

test databases and demonstrated the e�ectiveness

of a hybrid system built with data taken from all

four networks.

1. INTRODUCTION

With voice-enabled applications such as stock quo-

tations, call center operations and e-mail trans-

actions on the horizon, speech recognition in the

telephony environment is poised to take the center

stage. Concurrently, the telephony environment

itself is going through a series of rapid changes.

Traditional landline phones are supplemented and

on occasions outright replaced by the cellular ones.

Some countries with a dearth of landline infra-

structure have decided to switch directly to the

cellular networks. Analog cellular channels are

giving way to digital ones due to their superiority

in a number of areas, such as bandwidth e�ciency,

transmission security and low power requirements.

Under these contexts, our goal was to utilize our

landline and cellular databases to investigate the

performance of a standard telephony speech recog-

nizer and then seek ways to improve its operation

by applying signal processing and acoustic model-

ing techniques.

Cellular service providers in the United States

generally subscribe to one of three digital stan-

dards: CDMA (code-dependent multiple access),

TDMA (time-dependent multiple access) and

GSM (global system for mobile). Advocates of

each system point to its own advantages. For in-

stance, GSM phones can operate both in Europe

and in the United States. CDMA with its spread

spectrum technology is considered by many to be

more secure and e�cient. TDMA which encom-

passes the GSM technology is probably the most

widely used system at this time.

Several researchers have suggested di�erent

techniques to enhance speech recognition perfor-

mance in a cellular environment. For instance,

Dufour, Glorion and Lockwood [1] developed a

root-normalized front-end to handle GSM network

data.

Our goal was to design a single system for

all four networks: landline, CDMA, TDMA and

GSM. To this end, we collected speech data

through each of these three digital cellular net-

works as well as through regular landlines. The

speakers read scripts prepared from a number of

lists such as stock and mutual fund names. We

describe the details of these databases in Section

2.

In Section 3, we describe our experimental work.

Our baseline system [2], constructed exclusively

from 200 hours of landline telephone data, worked
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well on landline test data, but relatively poorly

on cellular network data. Starting from this base-

line system, we employed MAP adaptation [3] to

build other recognition systems. Another aspect

of our work was concerned with our studies with

the LDA (linear discriminant analysis) technique

[4, 5] to boost the performances of our systems.

We evaluated and compared the performances of

these systems utilizing a number of test databases.

We conclude this paper with a summary of our

work and some relevant observations in Section 4.

2. DATABASES

As mentioned in Section 1, we experimented with

a number of databases to construct and test our

recognition systems. The speakers always read

from prepared texts drawn from several categories,

such as, stock and mutual fund names, �rst and

last names of people and digit strings. These data-

bases are listed in Table 1.

The \Cellular Training" database is a mixture

of speech collected through all the three cellular

media. For practical reasons, we decided to pool

together all cellular data for building our system,

rather than construct a separate system for each

type. In all the databases, the speakers were se-

lected more or less equally from both genders. Our

primary test datasets, Landline Test, CDMA Test,

TDMA Test and GSM Test, consisted of utter-

ances of stock names. But each dataset was com-

prised of speech from a di�erent set of speakers

reading a di�erent set of scripts. Consequently,

the error rates noticed for di�erent cellular chan-

nels were not rigorously comparable to each other.

However, we believe our test databases were su�-

ciently large to permit a reasonable evaluation.

We used the test datasets Dig7 Test and Dig10

Test for some additional testing. These were 7-

and 10-digit long strings of utterances, continu-

ously spoken, which were recorded over regular

landlines.

3. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

We constructed four recognition systems with the

databases described in the previous section. Signal

processing for the �rst three systems consisted of

deriving a 12-th order MFCC (Mel frequency cep-

stral coe�ecients) [6] and energy every 10 msec,

along with their �rst and second derivatives. The

fourth system resorted to an additional step of cal-

culating a set of LDA parameters [4, 5] every 10

msec. The following is a summary of these four

systems which were derived from our baseline sys-

tem by using MAP adaptation technique.

1. Cell52: This was a cellular system con-

structed by utilizing 52,000 sentences of our cel-

lular training data.

2. Cell76: This was another cellular system

where we used all 76,000 cellular training sen-

tences.

3. HybridM: This was the �rst hybrid system

based on both cellular and landline data, using

MFCC and derivatives for signal processing.

4. HybridL: This was the second hybrid system

to employ both cellular and landline data, but in

this case we obtained LDA parameters during sig-

nal processing.

Our primary testing was carried out with the

test databases of stock names. Our entire list of

stock names consisted of 23,000 entries. We uti-

lized a �nite state grammar with equal probability

for each of these names during decoding. The �rst

study showed the e�ect of training database size



on performance accuracy. Table 2 compares the

word error rates of Cell52 and Cell76 systems on

the cellular test databases. We saw that the sys-

tem performance was signi�cantly enhanced for all

three cellular channels with the use of more train-

ing data. Word error rate decreased from 12.2 per-

cent to 10.9 percent on the average. We also no-

ticed that the CDMA data had signi�cantly better

recognition score than the other two cellular vari-

eties. However, we mentioned in Section 2 that

these three test datasets were not strictly compa-

rable to each other.

Next, in Table 3 we compare the word error

rates of the four systems: Cell76, Baseline, Hy-

bridM and HybridL. Paying attention to only the

�rst three systems with identical signal process-

ing procedures, we observed that cellular test data

had their best scores on the cellular system Cell76.

Similarly, the landline test data achieved the least

error rate on the landline (baseline) system. The

HybridM system was a good compromise, as its

landline performance matched the baseline one

and its cellular results were only moderately worse

than those of the Cell76 system. The best overall

performance was observed for the HybridL system,

which utilized LDA parameters. Its error rates on

cellular data were comparable to rates observed for

the Cell76 system. In addition, its landline results

were the best yet. Notice that the landline test

data had poorer recognition score than the cellu-

lar ones. We attributed this behavior to the more

noise observed in our landline test database.

Finally, as an added con�rmation of the utility of

the HybridL system, we tested the Dig7 and Dig10

datasets as well. These results are listed in Table

4. Once again, we see that the HybridL system

compared favorably with the Landline system on

Landline test data.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We conducted a number of experiments with the

intention of developing a speech recognition sys-

tem that can work well on both cellular and land-

line data. We used two procedures to achieve our

goal: use of the LDA parameters for signal pro-

cessing and use of the MAP adaptation strategy

during the acoustic modeling stage. Our databases

consisted of speech recorded via landline as well

as via three major types of cellular networks. We

conducted experiments to study several items of

interest. Our �rst experiment demonstrated the

importance of using a large database for training.



In the next experiment, we compared the perfor-

mances of several systems. We concluded that a

hybrid system based on LDA parameters and built

with MAP adaptation of both landline and cellu-

lar data was our best system. We veri�ed this by

a further test on two databases of digit strings,

We plan to continue with further improvements

to our system. For instance, we know that cellular

channels are subject to miscellaneous vagaries pe-

culiar to these media, such as fadeout, not found

in landline data. Thus, in the case of fadeout,

we would like to use a form of con�dence mea-

sure [7] to decide if the total speech input is prop-

erly received and decoded, or, if the user needs to

be prompted for another attempt. Finally, as we

pointed out in Section 1, the whole �eld of tele-

phony is in the middle of a ux of changes. Con-

sequently, our future strategies need to be tailored

to �t those changes.
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